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criteria for drawing straight baselines 47–49
publicising baselines 52
State practice, diverse 50
bays
and baselines see under baselines and related issues
bays bordered by more than one State 59–60
classes of bays outside the provisions of the LOSC 54,
59
criteria for identifying bays 54
historic bays 8
elements of title to historic bays 57–59
juridical bays 53
legal concept 53
biological diversity see conservation of marine biological
diversity
bioprospecting 318–400
Black Sea 101
acoustic noise 15
dumping 300
marine pollution 269
MOU on regional port State control 286
broadcasting, unauthorised 158, 161–162
cannon-shot rule see under territorial sea
catadromous species see under fish and fishing
climate change
and the Arctic 306
impact on diversity 313, 332
coastal States
acquiring historic title to maritime areas 57–58
allowable catch 223–224
baselines see baselines and related issues
conservation of marine biological diversity 317–318,
326
conservation of marine living resources
see conservation of marine living resources
continental shelf, sovereign rights over 142–144
dumping at sea under LOSC, regulation of 298–299
ice-covered areas, environmental protection of 305
and innocent passage see under right to innocent
passage
internal waters see internal waters
jurisdiction see under EEZ; see internal waters;
territorial sea
marine protected areas in the high seas in a broad
sense 328–330
marine scientific research
freedom of research and protection of interests of
coastal States 336
legality of hydrographic and military surveys in the
EEZ 344
marine spaces under national jurisdiction 339–341,
342–343
scientific research installations 342–344
maximum sustainable yield 223, 224
national jurisdiction see marine spaces in the law of
the sea
principle of sovereignty safeguarding interests 17
regulation of pollution from seabed activities
302–303
security interests see under security interests
territorial sea see territorial sea
vessel-source marine pollution
intervention by coastal States in the case of
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regulation enforcement safeguards 282–283
regulation of vessel-source marine pollution
281–283
coasts
calculating and evaluating lengths and surfaces
201–202
configuration in maritime delimitation 198–199, 213
codification of the law of the sea 20
First UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS
I) 21–24, 108
Hague Conference for the Codification of International
Law 20
Second UN Conference on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS II) 24
Third UN Conference see Third UN Conference on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III)
cold-water coral 318
collisions 86, 154–155
intervention by coastal States in the case of pollution
casualties 287, 288–289
Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine
Living Resources 245, 246, 248, 249
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf 32,
34–35, 137, 138–141
common heritage of mankind see under Area, the
common/mineral deposit clause 209
compliance
marine conservation see compliance with rules on the
conservation of marine species
marine pollution
compliance with bonding requirements 283
institutionalising compliance mechanisms 285
land-based see international control under landbased marine pollution
compliance with rules on the conservation of marine
species 242–250
at-sea inspection of non-Contracting Party vessels
246–247
at-sea inspection of vessels of the Contracting Parties
244–246
flag State responsibility and its limits 242
attempts to strengthen flag State responsibility
243–244
conservation measures undermined by IUU fishing
242–244
effective implementation undermined by flag of
convenience States 242, 244
port inspection of Contracting Party vessels 247–248
port inspection of non-Contracting Party vessels
249–250
compulsory pilotage 106, 118
conduct of the parties in maritime delimitation 210–211,
213
conferences on the law of the sea see under codification
of the law of the sea
conservation of marine biological diversity 4, 312–333
conclusions 332–333
global legal frameworks for conservation of marine
biological diversity 316–324
1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
316–319
1992 Convention on Biological Diversity see Rio
Convention
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conservation of marine biological diversity (cont.)
importance of marine biological diversity and decline
in 312–313
main issues 312
marine protected areas see marine protected areas
principal approaches to conservation of marine
biological diversity 314–316
activity specific approach 315–316
development of treaties focusing on conservation of
biological diversity 314
general considerations 314
regional approach 315
species specific approach 315
three approaches 314–316
conservation of marine living resources 219
compliance, ensuring see compliance with rules on the
conservation of marine species
conclusions 250
conservation of marine living resources prior to 1982
221–222
newcomer States 221–222
special interest of the coastal State 221
conservation of marine living resources under LOSC
species specific approach see species specific
approach to conservation
zonal management approach see zonal management
approach to conservation
definition of conservation 220
depletion of resources 21–22, 219, 220, 240
development after the LOSC 235–242
concept of sustainable development 235–237
ecosystem approach see ecosystem approach to
conservation
precautionary approach to conservation
see under precautionary approach
importance of 219–220
international cooperation 4
main issues 219
risks to marine living resources 157
marine scientific research and conservation of fish
stocks 341–342
contiguous zone 121–124, 146
coastal State jurisdiction over contiguous zone
122–124
concept of contiguous zone 121
and EEZ 6, 121, 123–124
nature of 23–24
continental margin 170–171, 336
outer edge 134, 135
continental shelf 120–121, 132–146
coastal States
jurisdiction 6–8, 23
sovereign rights of coastal States over the
continental shelf 142–144
Commission see Commission on the Limits of the
Continental Shelf
conservation of cold-water coral 318
freedoms of third States 144–146
superjacent waters 144–146
genesis of concept of the continental shelf 132–133
marine scientific research 340–341, 342–343
outer limits 34–35
criteria for determining outer limits beyond 200
nautical miles 135–137
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procedures to establish outer limits 139–141
payments concerning exploitation of the continental
shelf 141–142
spatial scope of continental shelf 133–135
Truman Proclamation see Truman Proclamations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOSC) 3, 12
amendment 32–33
de facto amendment of the LOSC through meetings
of parties 34–35
Fish Stocks Agreement see Fish Stocks Agreement
(1995)
Implementation Agreement see Implementation
Agreement (1994)
the Area 14
baselines and related issues
considerations of humanity 16
customary law 13
interpretation/interrelationship with other treaties 13,
30–31
outline of the LOSC 30
general considerations 30–31
integrity of the LOSC 32
principal features 31
principle of the common heritage of mankind
see common heritage of mankind
customary law 3, 9–12, 14, 20
Article 121, customary law nature of 67–68
baselines 50
bays 53–54, 57–59
codification 23
conservation of marine biological diversity 314
elements of the rules of customary law 10–12
doctrine of the persistent objector 12
objective element of State practice 10
State practice 11, 13
subjective element of opinio juris 10, 11, 50
time element 11
flag State jurisdiction 152, 155, 160–161
foreign vessels
in ports 80
qualifying customary right of entry of vessels in
distress 82–83
vessels in distress having right of entry to foreign
port 81, 117
General Assembly’s role in the making of customary
law 36–37
general customary law 9–10
islands 67–68
marine environmental protection 260–261
maritime delimitation 195–196, 213–214
and non-binding instruments 15
piracy 160, 354, 360
port State jurisdiction 283
right of innocent passage 88–89, 96–97
right of transit passage 106–107, 378
special or local customary law 10
and treaties 12
Daigo Fukuryumaru 370
Danish Belts and the Sound 101
developing and newly independent States 9–10, 12, 124,
171–172
assistance with marine scientific research 347
transfer of marine technology 347–350, 387
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assistance under the Rio Convention 321–322
data on catches 223
land-based pollution and poverty 268–269
land-locked and geographically disadvantaged States
exploitation of non-living resources in the oceans
385–386
fishing rights of land-locked and geographically
disadvantaged States 383–385
military exercises in the EEZ 368
preventing illegal fishing 244
and review of law of the sea 25, 26, 28
dispute settlement see peaceful settlement of international disputes
distress at sea see ships in distress at sea
drug trafficking 167–169
dumping at sea 258–259
definition of 258–259
London Dumping Convention 1972 and 1996 Protocol
298, 299–300
ocean sequestration and fertilisation 301–302
regional treaties 300–301
regulation of dumping at sea under LOSC 298–299
Dupuy, R.-J. 16
economic
factors in maritime delimitation see under maritime
delimitation
interests and environmental protection 272
ecosystem approach to conservation 237–239
definition of ecosystem approach 237
issues concerning ecosystem approach 238–239
marine scientific research 347
and precautionary approach 240
Rio Convention 320
EEZ 120–121, 124–132, 134–135, 150
coastal State jurisdiction 6–8, 31, 146
regulation of vessel-source marine pollution
204–205, 281–282
conservation of marine biological diversity 317–318
conservation of marine living resources in the EEZ
223–224
allowable catch 223–224
importance of fishing in EEZ 223
maximum sustainable yield 223, 224
extent 84, 124–126
freedom of third States 130–131
genesis of concept of the EEZ 124–125
ice-covered areas, environmental protection of 305
jurisdiction of coastal States over EEZ 126–130, 131
legal status 125–126
marine protected areas in potential EEZ 328–330
marine scientific research 340–341, 342–343
legality of hydrographic and military surveys in the
EEZ 344
military activities see under military activities
regulation of vessel-source marine pollution 281–282
residual rights 131–132
sovereign rights over the EEZ 126–128, 146
Enterprise, The 184
cost-effectiveness 179
disputes settlement 407–408, 409
establishment postponed 177, 183
exploration and exploitation of resources of the Area
177–178, 183
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risk of serious harm to the marine environment 305
operational organ of the International Seabed
Authority 176
technology transfer 180
acquisition of seabed mining technology on fair
commercial terms 349
environmental impact assessments see under land-based
marine pollution
environmental protection and marine pollution see protection of the marine environment
Erika incident 257, 279
exclusive economic zone see EEZ
Exxon Valdez incident 257, 279
fertilisation, ocean 301–302
First UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS I)
21–24, 108
fish and fishing 16
archipelagic States and traditional fishing rights 112
anadromous stocks 232–234, 247
catadromous species 234, 247
conservation of marine living resources
see conservation of marine living resources
deep-sea species 234–235
in the EEZ see under EEZ
exclusive fisheries jurisdiction 25, 330
FAO role 36
fishery zone and maritime delimitation 188, 194–195,
206
freedom of the high seas and fishing 23, 151–152, 222
fishing rights of land-locked and geographically
disadvantaged States 383–385
and marine protected areas 331
highly migratory species 4, 228, 236, 238–240, 245,
392
illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing 220
conservation measures undermined by IUU fishing
242–244
definition of IUU fishing 242–243
by flags of convenience 157
port measures 248
as limitation to the compulsory dispute settlement
procedures 400–402
mandatory certification requirements 248
marine biological diversity, fishing as threat to 332
regional fisheries organisations 245, 246–248, 249
straddling and shared fish stocks 4, 227–228, 236,
238–240, 245, 392
traditional fishing rights 112, 211–212
violating coastal State laws and right of innocent
passage 88
Fish Stocks Agreement (1995), UN 13, 15, 34, 36, 167,
236
at-sea inspection of vessels of the Contracting Parties
244–246
dispute settlement 392
ecosystem approach to conservation 237–239
port inspection of Contracting Party vessels 247–248
precautionary approach 239–240
strengthening effective control by flag States 243–244
Fitzmaurice, Sir Gerald 123
flag States
conservation see compliance with rules on the
conservation of marine species
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flag States (cont.)
exclusive jurisdiction of the flag State 152–155, 184
exceptional measures 167–170
exceptions to exclusive jurisdiction of the flag State
159–167, 184
obligations of the flag State 153–155
theory of territoriality of the ship 152–153
flags of convenience see flags of convenience
hot pursuit see hot pursuit
regulation of vessel-source marine pollution 280–281
right of visit 159–163
general considerations 159–160
piracy 160
ships with suspicious nationality 163
ships without nationality 162
slave trade 160–161
unauthorised broadcasting 161–162
flags of convenience
legal consequences of no genuine link between flag
State and ship 158–159
problems associated with 157–159, 242, 244
treaties on preventing transport of weapons of mass
destruction 366
floats 343–344
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 36, 229
Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (1995) 15,
36, 236, 238
Compliance Agreement 243–244
marine scientific and fishery research 339, 347
newcomer States and conservation 221–222
port measures 248
role in fisheries 36
force majeure
continuous passage 86
dumping/incineration at sea 300
right of transit passage 102–104
ships/aircraft in distress 81, 86
freedom of navigation 16, 121, 130–131, 151–152, 160
in archipelagic waters 113
and conservation of marine biological diversity
317–318, 327–328
and marine protected areas 327–328, 331
navigational rights of land-locked States 382–383
right of innocent passage based on 85
shipping industry and environmental protection 76–77
through straits see international straits
and warships 76–77
freedom, principle of see principle of freedom

Harvard Law School 20, 88
hazardous and noxious substances
civil liability for nuclear damage 297–298
HNS Convention 1996 295–297
nuclear-powered ships / ships carrying dangerous/
noxious substances 92–93
vessels carrying nuclear/noxious substances entering
ports 80
high seas 31, 149–170, 183
conservation of marine biological diversity 318–319
conservation of marine living resources in the high
seas 224–226
obligations on States 225
and contiguous zone 23
and continental shelf 23
exceptional measures 167–170
regulation of illicit traffic in narcotic drugs or
psychotropic substances 167–169
self-defence on the high seas 169–170
exclusive jurisdiction of flag States see flag States and
flags of convenience
freedom of the high seas principle, meaning of 23,
150–152
intervention by coastal States in the case of pollution
casualties 287–289
marine protected areas in the high seas
see under marine protected areas
meaning of 22–23
nationality of a ship 155, 158–159
spatial scope of the high seas 150
highly migratory species
fish see under fish and fishing
marine mammals 228
historic rights 211–212, 213
definition 211
traditional fishing rights 211–212
hot pursuit 122, 123, 145, 159, 163–167
doctrine of constructive presence 165–166
multilateral hot pursuit 164–165
nature of right of hot pursuit 163–164
use of force 166–167
humanity, considerations of 15
hydrographic surveys
definition of 338
innocent passage, right of 340
legality of hydrographic and military surveys in the
EEZ 344
and marine scientific research 338, 344–345

genetic resources 319
fair and equitable sharing of benefits 321
increased demand resulting in unsustainable collection
318
threatened by marine scientific research 342
geographical factors in maritime delimitation see
under maritime delimitation
geological and geomorphological factors in maritime
delimitation 206
Gidel, Gilbert 5, 53, 78–79, 88–89, 153
gliders 343–344
Grotius, H. 14, 17

ice-covered areas, environmental protection of 305–307
Arctic see Arctic
coastal State regulation of vessel-source marine
pollution 317
illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing see
under fish and fishing
Implementation Agreement (1994) 13, 33–34, 174,
178–182, 184
cost-effectiveness 179–180
decision-making 181–182
general considerations 178–179
market-oriented approaches 180–181
review conference 182
innocent passage see right of innocent passage
Institut de droit international 14, 20, 53, 88

Hague Conference for the Codification of International
Law 20, 57–58, 85, 88–89, 108
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Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission 339, 347,
386
IOC criteria and guidelines on the transfer of marine
technology 349–350
internal waters 77–83, 116
access to ports see under ports
dumping, regulation of 298
jurisdiction of coastal States over foreign vessels in
internal waters 78–80
consular conventions on scope of criminal
jurisdiction 79
warships having sovereign immunity 79–80
land-based marine pollution 270
legal status 78
coastal State having sovereignty over 78
ships in distress at sea see ships in distress at sea
spatial scope of internal waters 77
International Atomic Energy Authority 93
international control see under land-based marine pollution
International Court of Justice (ICJ) 8–9, 24, 398–399,
403–404
judicial creativity in law of maritime delimitation
213–214
International Labour Organization 154
International Law Association 20, 53
International Law Commission (ILC) 14, 88, 397
aims 22
codification 22, 23–24, 26, 44, 164, 170
International Maritime Organization (IMO) 15, 35–36,
93, 154
archipelagic sea lanes passage 115
Guidelines on Places of Refuge for Ships in Need of
Assistance 82
marine pollution 254, 280, 285, 287–288
marine scientific research 339
transfer of technology 348
piracy 354, 359–360
SUA Convention, 2005 361–364
international peace and security see maintenance of
international peace and security at sea
International Seabed Authority 19, 32, 33, 173–176, 188
environmental protection 259–260, 318–319
marine pollution from seabed activities in the Area
303–305
jurisdiction 174–176
land-locked and geographically disadvantaged States
386
marine scientific research 342, 347
international straits 96–108
coastal States bordering straits, rights and obligations
of 104–106
international straits outside scope of Part III of the
LOSC 100–102
international straits under Part III of the LOSC 97–100
legal framework for international straits prior to 1982
96–97
legality of creation of bridges in international straits
107–108
non-suspendable innocent passage 107
right of transit passage see right of transit passage
typology of international straits under LOSC 97
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) 32,
33, 34–35, 173–174, 178, 391, 400
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advisory proceedings 415
advisory jurisdiction of ITLOS full court
416–417
advisory jurisdiction of the Seabed Disputes
Chamber 415
incidental proceedings 410
intervention 414
preliminary objections 410
provisional measures 411
judicial creativity in law of maritime delimitation
213–214
organisation 404–409
members of ITLOS 404–407
Sea-Bed Disputes Chamber 407–408, 415
special chambers 408–409
precautionary approach 241, 305
procedure 409
advisory proceedings 415
applicable law 410
incidental proceedings 410
judgment 414–415
jurisdiction 409
proceedings before ITLOS 410
prompt release procedure see prompt release
procedure
International Whaling Commission 15, 229, 231
islands 62
artificial islands 16, 64, 128–129, 131, 143, 145
freedom to construct 151–152
scientific research installations 343
customary law nature of Article 121 67–68
municipal courts 67
definition 63
geological elements of islands 63
maritime delimitation see under maritime delimitation
nature of the problem 62–63
UNCLOS III 63
reefs see reefs
socio-economic elements of islands 64–67
human habitation and economic life 66–67
rocks 65–66
joint development schemes/zones 209–210
jus cogens
and persistent objectors 12
slave trading 81
land-based marine pollution 256–257
international control and compliance 274–276
concept of international control 274
reporting systems 274–276
supervision through treaty commissions 276
regulation of land-based marine pollution
266
addressing the weakness of the global legal
framework 267–269
development of regional treaties 269
environmental impact assessments 272–273
identification of harmful substances 270–272
international control 274–276
limits of the global legal framework 266
and marine protected areas 332
obligations on States 266–267
precautionary approach 272
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land-locked and geographically disadvantaged States
376–388
conclusions 387–388
land-locked States and access to the sea 378–382
legal regime of the LOSC 380–382
legal regime prior to the LOSC 378–380
main issues 376–378
geographically disadvantaged States 377–378
needs of land-locked States 376–377, 378
navigational rights of land-locked States 382–383
uses of the oceans 383–387
exploitation of non-living resources in the oceans
385–386
fishing rights 383–385
marine scientific research 386–387
law of the sea in perspective 3–38
codification of the law of the sea see codification of
the law of the sea
conclusions 37–38
development after UNCLOS III 32–37
adoption of two implementation agreements 33–34
de facto amendment of the LOSC through meetings
of parties 34–35
development of the law of the sea through
international organisations 35–37
general considerations 32–33
functions of the law of the sea 4–5
ocean management necessitating international
cooperation 4–5
spatial distribution of jurisdiction of States 4–5
law of the sea mirroring classical and novel aspects of
international law 3–4
marine spaces in the law of the sea see marine spaces
in the law of the sea
outline of the LOSC see Convention on the Law of the
Sea (LOSC)
principles of the international law of the sea 16
principle of the common heritage of mankind 19
principle of freedom 16
principle of sovereignty 17
sources of international law see sources of the
international law of the sea
Le droit international public de la mer (Gidel) 14
liability for pollution damage
liability for oil pollution damage 291–295
development of liability/compensation regime: first
stage 292
development of liability/compensation regime:
second stage 292–294
development of liability/compensation regime: third
stage 295
liability for other pollution damage 295–298
civil liability for nuclear damage 297–298
HNS Convention, 1996 295–297
living resources see conservation of marine living resources; fish and fishing
low-tide elevations 69–72
case law concerning low-tide elevations 70–72
identification of low-tide elevations 69–70
maintenance of international peace and security at sea
353
conclusions 372–373
main issues 353–354
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military exercises in the EEZ 354, 367–370
nuclear weapons 365
regulation of nuclear weapons at sea 370–372
piracy see piracy and armed robbery
WMD see regulation of unlawful offences and
weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
mankind see common heritage of mankind under Area,
the
Mare Liberum (Grotius) 17
marine biological diversity see conservation of marine
biological diversity
marine living resources see conservation of marine
living resources; fish and fishing
marine mammals 228–232
and coastal States 229
conservation 228–230
whaling 230–232
conventions and treaties relating to conservation
229–232
highly migratory species 228
international organisations 229
whaling
conventions relating to conservation 230–232,
315–316
International Whaling Commission 229, 231
moratorium on whaling and sanctuaries
231–232
sanctuaries 231–232, 325, 330
scientific whaling 232
marine pollution see protection of the marine
environment
marine protected areas 324–332
definition of 324
general considerations 323
limits of marine protected areas 332
marine protected areas in the high seas 328–331
marine protected areas in the high seas in a broad
sense 328–330
marine protected areas in the high seas in a strict
sense 330–331
typology of marine protected areas in international
law 325–328
obligations on Contracting Parties 327–328, 331
the ‘protected area’ 326–328
protecting the marine environment 325–326
relating to conservation of marine biological
diversity 326
marine scientific research 4, 16, 130, 143–144,
145, 335
concept of marine scientific research 336–338
applied research, meaning of 337
definition of marine scientific research 336
fundamental research, meaning of 337
marine scientific research distinguished from
exploration of resources 337–338
marine scientific research distinguished from other
surveys 338, 344–345
conclusions 350–351
freedom of 151–152
and marine protected areas 331
and protection of interests of coastal States 336
importance of 335–336
international cooperation in marine scientific research
346–347
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land-locked and geographically disadvantaged States
386–387
legality of hydrographic and military surveys in the
EEZ 344
as limitation to the compulsory dispute settlement
procedures 400–402
main issues 335
marine science organisations 339, 347
regulation of marine scientific research in the LOSC
338–344
general considerations 338–339
marine scientific research in marine spaces beyond
national jurisdiction 341–342
marine scientific research in marine spaces under
national jurisdiction 339–341
regulation of scientific research installations
342–344
transfer of technology 347–350, 387
IOC criteria and guidelines on the transfer of marine
technology 349–350
transfer of technology under LOSC 347–349
marine spaces in the law of the sea
baselines see baselines and related issues
marine spaces beyond national jurisdiction 5–6,
8, 19
marine scientific research in 341–342
see also Area, the; high seas
marine spaces under national jurisdiction 5–6, 8, 19,
22–23
marine scientific research in 339–341, 342–343
marine spaces beyond territorial sovereignty 6–8
marine spaces governed by territorial
sovereignty 6
see also archipelagic waters; contiguous zone;
continental shelf; EEZ; international straits;
territorial sovereignty
after UNCLOS I 22–23
see also contiguous zone; continental shelf; EEZ;
territorial sea
maritime delimitation see maritime delimitation
scope of the oceans in the law of the sea 5
elements of the ocean 5
ocean characterised by continuity of marine
spaces 5
typology of marine spaces 5, 19
maritime delimitation 186–215
concept of maritime delimitation 187–188
definition 187–188
typology of maritime delimitation 188
conclusions 214–215
consideration of relevant circumstances: geographical
factors 198–208, 213
baselines 202–204
configuration of coasts 198–199, 213
geological and geomorphological factors 206
presence of islands 204–206, 213–214
presence of third States 206–208
proportionality 199–202, 213
consideration of relevant circumstances: nongeographical factors 208–213
conduct of the parties 210–211, 213
economic factors 208–210, 213
environmental factors 212–213
historic rights 211–212, 213
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navigational factors 212, 213
security interests 212, 213
development of case law (result-oriented equity /
corrective-equity approaches) 192–198
commentary 197–198
first phase (1969–1992) 192–194
general trend of case law 213
judicial creativity in law of maritime delimitation
213–214
second phase (1993-present) 194–197
evaluation 213–214
general trend of case law 213
judicial creativity in law of maritime delimitation
213–214
main issues 186
need for predictability and flexibility 186–187
treaty law concerning maritime delimitation
188–191
1958 Geneva Conventions 188–190
1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
190–191
maximum sustainable yield
and coastal States 223, 224
in EEZ 223, 224
marine scientific research providing data for 336
Mediterranean Sea 102
acoustic noise 15
conservation of marine mammals 229–230, 326
MPAs 328–330
dumping 300, 301
marine pollution 83, 262, 269
MOU on regional port State control 286
migratory species see under fish and fishing
military activities 354
military exercises in the EEZ 354, 367–370
military surveys in the EEZ, legality of 344
mining, seabed 25, 170, 177–183
common/mineral deposit clause 209
marine pollution from seabed activities in the Area
304–305
Mining Code 304–305
precautionary approach 305
see also Area, the
Montreux formula 398–399
national security see security interests
natural resources see Area, the
navigation
compulsory pilotage 106, 118
freedom of see freedom of navigation
navigational factors in maritime delimitation 212
navigational rights of land-locked States
382–383
safety of navigation 35–36, 93, 104, 157,
282–283, 338
noise, harmful effects of 258
North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) 245,
246, 247–248, 249
Northeast passage 99
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) 245,
246, 247–248, 249
Northwest passage 99
nuclear
damage see under liability for pollution damage
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nuclear (cont.)
weapons see under maintenance of international peace
and security
O’Connell, D.P. 123, 162
Oda, S. 123
oil tankers
and accidental pollution 25, 254, 257
intervention by coastal States in the case of
pollution casualties 287–289
double-hull requirements 279
Okinotorishima 65
Pardo, Arvid 25, 172
Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas 325
patrimonial sea 124–125
peaceful settlement of international disputes 390–421
basic structure of dispute settlement in the LOSC
391–398
general considerations 391–393
inter-linkage between voluntary and compulsory
procedures 393–397
voluntary conciliation 397–398
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf
138–139, 146–147
compulsory dispute settlement under LOSC 31–32,
123–124, 131–132, 391, 398–404
historic bays/title disputes exempted 59, 403
limitations to the compulsory procedures 400–402
military activities disputes exempted 369
multiplicity of forums 398–400
optional exception to the compulsory procedure
402–404
sovereign rights to EEZ living resources disputes
exempted 224
conclusions 420–421
ITLOS see International Tribunal for the Law of the
Sea (ITLOS)
LOSC procedures 390–391
main issues 390
Optional Protocol on compulsory settlement 22, 24,
391
Rio Convention 322
pilotage, compulsory 106, 118
piracy and armed robbery 160, 349–350, 354
concept and definition of piracy 354
armed robbery 357
seizure of pirates 357
international cooperation 359–360
universal jurisdiction 357
UN Security Council’s role in counter-piracy/armed
robbery operations 360–361
pollution, marine see protection of the marine environment
port States
jurisdiction 283–285
substantive and procedural restrictions 284
port State control 285–287
regulation of vessel-source marine pollution 283–285
ports 61–62
access to 80–81
bilateral treaties conferring rights of entry for
foreign merchant ships 80–81
foreign warships requiring diplomatic clearance 80
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preventing pollution 80
regulating foreign vessels’ entry 80
convenience, ports of 249–250, 286
jurisdiction of coastal States over foreign vessels
see under territorial sovereignty
port inspection of Contracting Party vessels 247–248
port inspection of non-Contracting Party vessels
249–250
port reception facilities 279–280
port shopping 286
precautionary approach
precautionary approach to conservation 239–242
definition of precautionary approach 239
determining and controlling environmental risk
240–241
ecosystem approach 240
and international adjudication 241–242
and marine environmental protection 272
Mining Code 305
marine scientific research providing data for 336
Prestige incident 257, 279
principle of freedom 16, 147, 149, 183
meaning of principle of freedom of the high seas 23,
150–152
Proliferation Security Initiative 365–366
prompt release procedure 417
general considerations 417
procedural requirements 418
reasonable bond 420
substantive requirements 418
proportionality
in intervention by coastal States in the case of
pollution casualties 288
in maritime delimitations see under maritime
delimitation
protection of the marine environment 253–308
conclusions 307–308
depletion of resources see under conservation of
marine living resources
dumping at sea see dumping at sea
EEZ and coastal States 130
environmental factors in maritime delimitation
212–213
environmental hazards from ships in distress
81–83
EU Directive 83
IMO Guidelines on Places of Refuge for Ships in
Need of Assistance 82
safety of life 83
and freedom of navigation/shipping industry 76–77
ice-covered areas, environmental protection of
305–307
innocent passage, right to
and nuclear-powered ships / ships carrying
dangerous/noxious substances 92–93
violating laws of coastal State 94
international straits 104, 106
land-based marine pollution see land-based marine
pollution
legal framework for marine environmental protection
prior to 1982 260–262
customary law 260–261
treaty law 262
main issues 256–257
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pollution and prevention of pollution 80, 116, 131,
144, 253–255
definition of marine pollution 255–256
development of regulation 253–254
and flags of convenience 157
international cooperation 4, 255, 265–266, 286
international regulations 4, 104
and marine protected areas 332
precautionary approach see under precautionary
approach
sources of marine pollution 256
protection of the marine environment in the LOSC
262–266
generality and comprehensiveness 263–264
obligation to cooperate in protection of marine
environment 265–266
rules of reference 264–265
uniformity of rules 264–265
provisional measures 411
seabed activities see seabed activities
typology of marine pollution 255–260
dumping at sea see dumping at sea
general considerations 255–256
land-based marine pollution see land-based marine
pollution
pollution from seabed activities see seabed activities
vessel-source marine pollution see vessel-source
marine pollution
reefs 68–69
fringing reefs 69
meaning 68
regulation of unlawful offences and weapons of mass
destruction 354, 361–367
proliferation security initiative 365–366
SUA Convention (2005) 361–364
broad range of offences 362
geographical scope 361–362
jurisdictional criteria 363–364
ship-boarding procedures 362–363
UN interdictions at sea 367
reporting systems 274–276
Rio Convention 322
Reuter, Paul 12
right of innocent passage 17–18, 20, 46–47, 85–88, 117
archipelagic waters 113, 383
based on freedom of navigation 85
coastal State’s obligations concerning innocent
passage 95–96
coastal State’s rights concerning innocent passage
93–95
regulation of vessel-source marine pollution 281
violating coastal State laws and right of innocent
passage 88, 94
foreign nuclear-powered ships / ships carrying
dangerous/noxious substances 92–93
international straits 96–97
lagoon waters 68
land-locked States 383
marine scientific research 340
nature of 85
non-suspendable innocent passage 107
not applicable to internal waters 53–54, 78
exception to rule 78
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piracy, suppressing 360
prejudicial/non-innocent passage 86–88
prejudicial activities 86–87
violating coastal State laws 88
prior notification and prior authorisation 91–93, 117
rules on manner of innocent passage 86
transit passage and sea lane passage rights, compared
to 102–103, 117–118
warship see under warships
weapons of mass destruction, transport of 366
right of transit passage 102–104, 117
customary law character of right of transit passage
106–107
duties during transit passage 103–104
land-locked States 383
legal regime of the LOSC 380–382
legal regime prior to the LOSC 378–380
rights and obligations of coastal States bordering
straits 104–106
violating coastal State’s laws 105
right of visit see under flag States
Rio Convention 319–324
commentary 323–324
outline of the Rio Convention 319–323
assistance to developing countries 321–322
conservation of biological diversity 320
fair and equitable sharing of benefits 321
general rules of international environmental law
319
in situ and ex situ conservation 320
procedural rules to minimise adverse impacts on
biological diversity 320–321
relationship with other conventions 322–323
rivers
anadromous stocks 232
river mouths 60–61
salvage 290–291
meaning of salvage operation 290
traditional salvage based on ‘no cure no pay’ principle
290–291
re-evaluation of law 291
Scelle, Georges 283–284
scientific research, marine see marine scientific research
scientific research installations 342–344
seabed activities
pollution from seabed activities 259–260
regulation of pollution from seabed activities
302–305
marine pollution from seabed activities in the Area
303–305
marine pollution from seabed activities under
national jurisdiction, 303
Second UN Conference on the Law of the Sea 24
security interests
coastal States and territorial sovereignty
see under territorial sovereignty
maritime delimitation 212, 213
military activities see military
vital interests of States 57–58
sedentary species 318
conservation 222, 227
meaning of 142
Selden, John 17
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sequestration, ocean 301–302
ships
in distress see ships in distress at sea
flag States see flag States; flags of convenience
foreign vessels in internal waters see under territorial
sovereignty
foreign vessels and ports see under ports
and marine protected areas 331
nationality 155, 158–159
ships with suspicious nationality 163
ships without nationality 162
oil pollution emergency plans and reporting
obligations 289
oil tankers see oil tankers
prompt release procedure see prompt release procedure
safety 153–154
warships see warships see also collisions; high seas;
submarines; vessel-source marine pollution
ships in distress at sea 81–83, 117, 155
determining a distress situation 81
environmental hazards from see under environmental
protection and marine pollution
immunity 81
marine pollution 81
and right of innocent passage 86
warships assisting persons in distress 91–92
right of entry to foreign port under customary
international law 81
slavery/slave trade 160–161
ship’s immunity 81
slavery prohibited in international law 79–80
sources of the international law of the sea 8–16
formal sources 8–13
customary law see customary law
sources of law enumerated in Art 38(1) ICJ Statute
8–9, 13
treaties see treaties
material sources 13
judicial decisions and the writings of publicists
13–14
non-binding instruments 14–15
unilateral acts and considerations of humanity 15
sovereignty 17
acquiring historic title to maritime areas 57–58
sovereign rights 6–8, 120
limited spatial jurisdiction 7–8, 128, 143, 146
see also contiguous zone; continental shelf; EEZ
territorial sovereignty see territorial sovereignty
species specific approach to conservation 226
anadromous stocks 232–234
catadromous species 234
highly migratory species 228
limits of the species specific approach 234–235
marine mammals see marine mammals
shared and straddling fish stocks 227–228
SPLOS 34–35
Stockholm Declaration 260, 314
straddling fish stocks see under fish and fishing
Strait of Gibraltar 102
Straits of Magellan 101–102
Straits of Malacca and Singapore 99, 105
submarine cables 16, 112–113, 121, 130–131, 144
and conservation of marine biological diversity
317–318
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freedom to lay 151–152, 317–318
and marine protected areas 331
submarines 97
archipelagic sea lanes passage 115–116
and marine protected areas 331
right of innocent passage 86, 89, 113
right of transit passage 102–103
sustainable use/sustainable development 219, 235–237
biological diversity 319, 322, 323, 326, 327–328
concept incorporated into treaties and non-binding
documents 236
ecosystem goods and services 237–238
technology, transfer of see under marine scientific
research
Tenyu Maru 165
territorial sea 83–96
baselines see baselines and related issues
breadth of 20–21, 23–24, 25, 31, 44
and measuring 46, 52, 53–54, 68, 83
cannon-shot rule 20–21
coastal State rights to 20–21, 22–24
criminal/civil jurisdiction over foreign vessels in
territorial sea 94–95
regulation of vessel-source marine pollution 281
innocent passage see right of innocent passage
legal status 83
marine scientific research 339–340, 342–343
ten-mile rule 12, 54
three-mile rule 21, 23–24
twelve-mile standard 23–24, 25, 83–84, 97, 125
territorial sovereignty 6–8, 76–118
archipelagic States over archipelagic waters 112–113,
117
coastal State rights to territorial sea
see under territorial sea
elements of 6
exclusive nature of territorial sovereignty and internal
waters 59–60, 84
internal waters see internal waters
main issues 76
shipping industry and environmental protection 76–77
spatial jurisdiction 6, 7–8, 31
territorial sea see territorial sea
warships see warships
terrorism 354, 367
third States’ presence and maritime delimitation
206–208
Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS
III) 24–29, 102–103, 108–109, 133–134, 178,
346–347
adoption of the LOSC 3, 29
features of UNCLOS III 26–27
universality of participants 26–27
general considerations leading to review of Geneva
Conventions 24–26
UNCLOS III established 26
and islands see under islands
procedures of UNCLOS III 27–29
consensus procedure 27–28
groups and informal meetings 28–29
‘package deal’ approach 28, 31, 32
three-mile rule see under territorial sea
Torrey Canyon incident 25, 254, 257, 287
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total allowable catch
and coastal States 223–224
in EEZ 223–224
marine scientific research providing data for 336
transit passage, right of see right of transit passage
treaties 9, 12
and customary law 12
definition 12
supervision through treaty commissions 276
Truman Proclamations 15, 22, 132–133, 134
Turkish Straits 101
underwater cultural heritage 130
UNESCO 130, 339, 347
United Nations (UN) 153
Charter 14–15, 87, 170, 393
acts contrary to 151
conferences on the law of the sea
see under codification of the law of the sea
Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea
(UNDOALOS) 45, 229
General Assembly’s role in developing law of the sea
36–37
interdictions at sea 367
non-binding instruments 14–15
resolutions and opinio juris 11
piracy 359–361
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 229,
267–269, 272–273
Vattel, Emer de 14, 17–18, 85
vessel-source marine pollution 25, 257–258
accidental vessel-source pollution 25, 254, 257
introduction of alien species 257–258
noise, harmful effects of 258
operational vessel-source pollution 257
regulation of vessel-source marine pollution 276–298
intervention by coastal States in the case of
pollution casualties 287–289
liability for pollution damage see liability for
pollution damage
LOSC regime: regulation by coastal States 281–283
LOSC regime: regulation by flag States 280–281
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LOSC regime: regulation by port States 283–285
MARPOL 254, 257, 262, 264, 276–280
pollution emergencies at sea 289–291
port State control 285–287
ships in distress 81, 117
vessels see oil tankers; ships; submarines; vessel-source
marine pollution; warships
vessels carrying nuclear/noxious substances entering
ports 80
warships 287
and freedom of navigation 76–77, 97
right of innocent passage 87, 88–92, 117
assisting persons in distress 91–92
customary law 88–89
non-innocent passage 90
prior notification and prior authorisation 91–93,
117
State practice 90–92
treaty law 89–90
violating the laws of coastal State 90, 91–92
right of transit passage 102, 117
right of visit 159–160
sovereign immunity 79–80, 91, 369
whaling see under marine mammals
WMD see regulation of unlawful offences and weapons
of mass destruction (WMD)
World Commission on Environment and Development
235–237
World Heritage 325
World Trade Organization 248
zonal management approach to conservation 4–5,
222–226
conservation of marine biological diversity 317
conservation of marine living resources in the EEZ
see under EEZ
conservation of marine living resources in the high
seas 224–226
general considerations 222
coastal State’s jurisdiction and obligations 222
limits of the zonal management approach 226
Rio Convention 323
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